Batman: he’s going to a hit!
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JP Bral is a livestock farm that has a strong reputation in Flanders for the production of hardy
and fattening reproductive bulls. Its strategy is simple: it has been using big BBB on big BBB
for more than 30 years! Batman’s pedigree is a magnificent example of this: Farouk (+11 cm) on
Cyclone (+10 cm) on Colibrie (+5 in the herd), on Arlequin (+10) on Opium, reputed for having
made the heaviest cows of the breed.
Batman perfectly takes over the reins from his father Farouk: heavy, no specific origin and very
functional. The maternal side boasts at least 5 generations of cows over 140 cm…. not that
surprising a feat when you analyse the pedigree and visit the «Van Zeldonck» livestock farm!

BATMAN VAN ZELDONK

(born and bought at Jean-Pierre Bral in Beernem)

BE 3-19041529 / Semence: 15552
14 years, 564 kg, 1,28 m (+7)
Born on 20/01/2016

Farouk
de St Amand

Ivonne
Van Zeldonk

Yvonne Van Zeldonk, 3 years and 5 months, 840 kg, 1,40 m (+11)

Jersey de St Fontaine
Fable d’Yvoir
Hardi de Monfat
Caroline de St Amand
Florence de St Amand
Bringlee Waldo
Bluegraas Cyclone ET
Ridge Dean Another Bluey ET
Colibrie Van Zeldonk
Griet Van Zeldonk
Aura Van Zeldonk
Hameau d’Yvoir

Opium has made cows the size of elephants! Always a good trait in a pedigree ...
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Clinton: presidential class!
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YELLOW DOSES

NEW
CLINTON DU FALGI

His father Wilmots is an excellent bull, born to an excellent mother, and presented by his owners
as the only son of Benhur, who outclasses even his father. He almost featured in the Fabroca
catalogue. Not too many regrets however since Clinton has all the qualities of his father without
his minor defects.
In addition, Clinton can be traced back to Kacahuète, the only cow purchased by Fabroca to make
embryos and his mother Ubidette is a reproductive cow that has raised 5 suckling calves, one of
which was kept by Christian Guillaume as a reproductive bull. Ubidette was slaughtered in May
2017 in Anderlecht and had a carcass weight of 654 kg.

(born and bought at Christian Guillaume in Falisolle)

BE 4-56621673 / Semence: 15545
17 months, 721 kg, 1,34 (+9)
Né le 21/12/2015

Wilmots
du Falgi

Ubidette
du Falgi

Benhur
du Champ Bouval
Ursule du Falgi
Ubidet d’aux Houx
Punaise du Falgi

Fétiche d’Izier
Courtoise Saint-Roch
Ilot du Bouchelet
Qlio du Falgi
As de Trèfle du Vanova
Quinzaine d’aux Houx
Jeteur de Biert
Kacahuete du Falgi

Clinton produisait déjà des doses à 11 mois!
Son origine le rend très facile à utiliser. Bref,
Clinton a tout pour faire une belle carrière…

Ubidette du Falgi 5 suckling calves, 654 kg carcass

Kacahuète du Falgi 6 ans, 870 kg en prairie et 1,40 m

Ganache: a nice big fat variety!

WHITE DOSES
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This is the most used bull at the Bois Remont livestock farm this winter! Born on a farm where
Gérard Rouard has been cultivating the nice big fat variety for 60 years, in the footsteps of his
father and his uncles Rodolphe and Robert Haesevoets (Vyle-Tharoul livestock farm), Ganache
is just what we’ve been looking for over the past few years: a real Fabroca bull ... which is not
a descendant of the Fabroca strains and which has only fat in the pedigree. His grandfather,
Leader d’Achet, had been bought by Fabroca but was carrying a mutation. Ganache comes from
the same lineage as Jongleur d’Achet, who appeared briefly in a Fabroca catalogue in his time.
Extraordinary size, incredible length, impeccable correction, big chest, wide withers, big head,
large ears and a bevy of big cows on his CV. His father, Résistant, was born in one of the best
livestock farms of the breed and weighed 1343 kg. His mother raised 5 suckling calves and
sometimes calves naturally. She is always to be seen out in the meadow with her 3 daughters.
An overflowing libido and straws produced from the age of 11 months,

We at Fabroca have big hopes for Ganache!

GANACHE D’ACHET

(born and bought at Gérard Rouard in Achet)

BE 4-53863187 / Semence: 15546
17 months, 736 kg, 1,33 (+8)
Born on 06/12/2015

Résistant
d’au Chêne

Partisan d’au Chêne
Oraison d’au Chêne

Agile d’Achet

Leader d’Achet

90 / 85,2 / 84,1
90 / 75 / 86,5

Judith d’Achet

Flash d’Izier
Isabelle d’au Chêne
Fartaban du Bronheit
Kyrielle d’au Chêne
Valli Terbeck
Gitane d’Achet
Raciste Pachis Mott
Dentelle
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Agile d’Achet, now 140 cm ...

...feeding her fifth calf, Ganache’s very own sister

Kaki: the TOP in terms of economic genetics!

MASTICS DOSES
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KAKI DU BOIS REMONT

(born at Benoît Cassart in Porcheresse and bought at Bruno Denis in Hotte)
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BE 5-26596411 / Semence: 15522
7 years and 3 months, 1245 kg, 1,52 m (+7) ... after 5 seasons of herd!
Born on 18/01/2010

Jackpot ET Ter
Reybroeck

Bijoutier ET
de Roupage
Narcisse de Wihogne
TGV de Fooz

Hilarité d’Ochain
Bohême d’Ochain

Bruegel ET d’au Chêne
Sultane de Roupage
Riverain ET de Wihogne
Théorie de Wihogne
Capricieux ET la Hesbaye
Resplendissante ET de Fooz
Istamboul de l’Orgelot
Cascade d’Ochain

All insemination centres dream of finding tried and tested bulls that are still
operational.
Kaki has fathered over 140 naturally calved calves with a loss rate of 5%.
His carcass index would be 120 if his calves were born on several farms,
his father Jackpot is a reference within the breed, his mother comes from the best
Ochain breeding line, his half-brother Nayakou is the top seller at Fabroca and his
son Puissant had all the makings of the heaviest of the race!
How do you top that? Too bad that at 7 years ... he will never produce enough semen.
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Kaki’s calves at Bruno Donis à Hotte

Puissant de Hotte, Kaki’s son

Paquebot: exclusive to Fabroca!

GREEN DOSES
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NEW
You won’t find this very special pedigree elsewhere! The crossing of the largest
Flemish and Walloon strains! His father Elrio was born at Luc Defour’s livestock farm, a breeder
driven by a real passion for heavy genetics. He is an embryo obtained from Eddy De Roo, a breeder
who has won 2 of the last 4 editions of the heaviest cow competition in Antwerp ... with Elrio’s
family. Elrio had 6 sisters on his mother’s side: They weighed between 970 and 1207 kg (Antwerp
2013) ... and the daughter of one of these cows with Gitan won at the «vetten os» in Antwerp
2015 with a weight of 1324 kg! Elrio’s father is Kooper Borvan, son of Fleur de Saint-Fontaine
and grandson of Wilhelmine du Tilleul, two legendary champions of more than 1000 kg. On the
maternal side, only cows of more than 1.40m ... we find the famous Véronique de Saint-Fontaine,
mother of Iberre, Arabesque d’Yvoir, 1080 kg, first in Libramont and Toison du Peroy.
Paquetbot is an all-rounder with good correction, very fertile and his evolution is excellent! We
can’t wait to see his calves!

The best of the past to forge the future!

Paquebot

PAQUEBOT D’YVOIR

(born and bought at Georges Beguin in Sombreffe)

BE 9-56456826 / Semence: 15543
23 months, 911 kg, 1,40 m (+9)
Born on 07/07/2015

Kooper ET Borvan
Elrio Van Ludema

Primavera VD
Vogelzang
Immense d’Yvoir

Luxure d’Yvoir
Gracieuse d’Yvoir

Paquebot’s mother

Dandy du Tilleul
Fleur de St Fontaine
Guliver du Coin
Lane ET
Heros du Peroy
Danseuse d’Yvoir
Iberre de St Fontaine
Arabesque d’Yvoir
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Jerry: a homozygote limousin without horns

DARK YELLOW DOSES
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JERRY

(born at GAEC Lagrafeuil - Puech at Meilhards) - Owner: A. et R. Cassart (Agrigente) at Groynne - Andenne

FR 1937356513
2 years and 2 monts, 1,53 m
Born on 08/08/2014 in France (GAEC Lagrafeuil)

Merlin P
Ice

Benoît CASSART

Ferme du bois de Remont
5370 Porcheresse - Belgique
Tél.: +32 (0)478 27 29 26
ben.cassart@skynet.be
www.fabroca.com

Malte P
Leuita
Diego
Urika

JERRY
an exclusivity Fabroca
• no horns anymore
• facility to calve
• high fertility
Thanks to an exceptionnal
pedigree from the mother
and the father (Merlin).

Fabroca,

when your dreams become reality !

